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        Children being targeted for allurement by brands 

                                                (By- Parth Nangru) 

 

• Introduction  

The general population ought to be very much aware that the act of charming youngsters by 

the enormous brands isn't new yet being done from quite a while back. On the off chance that 

we see it intently, this strategy for promoting method is definitely not an extremely mind 

boggling one, yet at the same time a successful one as found before. Every one of these 

organizations utilizing this strategy comprehended something that is essential and sensible, 

that on the off chance that you own a kid at an early age, you can possess that kid for a 

considerable length of time to come, they simply need to claim the child as youthful as could 

reasonably be expected. Essentially, what they do is, promoting organizations pay gigantic 

measures of cash to explore firms who examine the propensities for kids and their families. 

Accordingly, these organizations get 'insider information' - huge amounts of information that 

permits them to advertise their new prevailing fashions to more youthful and more youthful 

kids. Since measurably family size has diminished after some time and earnings have 

expanded, guardians are all the more ready to enjoy their youngsters with toys, games and 

other material products - and sponsors know this. There are numerous procedures which these 

organizations utilize yet the most noticeably utilized are "Pester Power" and "Buzz 

Marketing".  

One-way publicists showcase their items to little youngsters is by a strategy known as Pester 

power. Pester power is fundamentally what it seems like - the capacity of kids to pester their 

folks about an item until the guardians surrender and get it. Pester force can be separated into 

two explicit classifications-persistence and importance. Persistence alludes to a youngster's 

continued asking until the parent surrenders to the kid's requests and purchases an item. It is 

generally not as successful as significance, which alludes to a kid causing a parent to accept 

the item is to his greatest advantage and persuading the parent to get it. Importance offers to 

parental concern and blame on the grounds that most guardians need to give the best points of 

interest to their youngsters.  

Buzz marketing is another way publicist target youngster. Buzz marketing is the new 'word of 

mouth’. Based on research information, organizations will target youngsters in a powerful 
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network and give them free examples of another item. The thought behind buzz marketing is 

that if the youngsters focused on are very much associated via web-based networking media, 

they will impart their experience to other youngsters. This grows the sponsor's compass for 

insignificant expense.  

 

• Companies including through digital media  

In an research done by Dr.Teresa Davis, she found that digital media showcasing firms are 

utilizing customized advancement, intelligent and direct commitment and coordinated cross-

stage strategies to offer items to youngsters that are high in fat, sugar and salt, as indicated by 

University of Sydney Business School research-pushing the cut-off points via web-based 

networking media and the web while controllers centre around traditional media.  

The six major brands found to be using this were:  

 

o Coca-Cola South Pacific;  

o McDonald's;  

o Cadbury Australia (some portion of Kraft Foods Australia);  

o Chupa Chups;  

o Doritos Australia (some portion of The Smith's Snackfood Company; and  

o Pringles (some portion of Kellogg)  

 

• Negative impacts  

As seen in the past, this particular practice did not have many good effects on the targeted 

children but rather those effects were adverse. Those adverse effects included Obesity, 

Diabetes, Mental health issues, therefore, destroying their lives ahead of them. Research 

shows that food marketing increases children’s immediate and future consumption, food 

brand preferences are influenced by product placements and advergames, and childhood 

obesity is related to viewing commercial television. 

 

• Childs right to survival and development  
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This particular practice of alluring children violates article 6 of the convention on the rights 

of the child which states that “Every child has the right to life. Governments should do their 

utmost to ensure the survival and development of children”. This practice violates this 

particular section because it is shown in many researches that this practice by the brands 

hinders their health, therefore, hindering the holistic development of the children. 

 

• Self-Regulation  

Among numerous brands utilizing this technique, there are a few brands who have pledged to 

quit publicizing to kids beneath the age of 12 over worries of "youth stoutness, effect of 

online networking and the tremendous number of items to browse". Unilever specifically who 

is the world's greatest publicist is normal change its promoting techniques by December 31, 

2020. Previously, global organizations, for example, Mondelez, Coca-Cola, PepsiCo, Nestlé, 

Ferrero and Unilever, which are individuals from the International Food and Beverage 

Alliance (IFBA), have wilfully embraced capable promoting rules for kids.  

 

• Double Standards  

Well, when we talk about those adversities, it also comes into our minds that, are there any 

laws which can regulate it? The answer is yes. In India, we have laws pertaining to it. 

Though, in India there is no statutory authority regulating the advertisements but a non- 

statutory body Advertising Standards Council of India (ASCI), has broad guidelines on 

advertising to children. ASCI note that advertisements should not undermine the role of 

parental care and guidance in ensuring proper food choices. Additionally, one of the clauses 

requires that advertisements addressed to children shall not contain anything, whether in 

illustration or otherwise, which might result in their physical, mental or moral harm or which 

exploits their vulnerability.  

 

• In context of the USA  

Now, if we talk about the United States in this aspect, that country was affected by the food 

marketing to children on a very large scale and is being affected till date. Childhood Obesity 

is so unavoidable in America that some view it as an epidemic. There are numerous elements 
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which add to childhood obesity, however, one of the significant contributors to child obesity 

may be the omnipresent promoting of food items to kids. In the United States the food 

business is receiving creative methods of affecting kids' dietary patterns. Numerous 

organizations have their own sites where they have made games known as advergames where 

kids play a huge number of alluring games.  

In the USA the "Government Trade Commission" has laws relating to the promotions 

focusing on youngsters.  

 

• A look at web-based promoting, contrasting USA and India  

Web based promoting in India is as yet another idea. These days with more individuals 

utilizing the web, organizations in India have understood the significance of web-based 

advertising and are endeavouring to expand their client base by utilizing different online 

procedures to pull in clients. It is advantageous for the two clients just as sellers. Customers 

feel loose as it assists with sparing their time in arriving at various merchants, sellers set aside 

cash as internet promoting is minimal effort and contacts a more extensive crowd. Yet, the 

extent of the web-based promoting is constrained to just the clients who approach web or 

have an advanced mobile phone or a PC to scan for items and watch the advertisements. As 

digitization in India has begun now, there will be more degree for the organizations to 

advertise their items online for a low spending plan and quickest way. Despite the fact that 

India is encountering a cataclysmic development in the quantity of versatile clients, it despite 

everything contains just 16 percent of the nation's absolute populace with access to web.  

The United States has a broad scope for Online Marketing, as it is one of the most 

powerful countries in the world because of its technological advancements. The 

technological advancements have the digital domain as the most integral component of the 

entire structure. Due to this, it can be rightfully said that online marketing scope in USA is 

leading the world. 

Fake advertisement is a major issue in India where the clients get certain posts which shows 

they give incredible markdown on items yet frequently they are misrepresentation so Indian 

individuals don't confide in advisements on Facebook when contrasted with individuals in US 

who trust their advertisements. There is a great deal of social contrast in India which makes 

having appropriate advertising procedure somewhat troublesome. In the US, we observed that 
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people are not a lot different from each other so it’s easy to develop a marketing strategy. 

Illiteracy rate in India is high contrasted with US and it's a significant hindrance. 69% of 

Indian population lives in rural areas and despite the fact that individuals see great items on 

Facebook promotions or some other website, they won't get it in light of the fact that the 

majority of them don't have home delivery in their general vicinity which is also a major 

concern for online purchase. 

Social media is one of the most powerful online marketing tools used by countries 

worldwide. Among them Facebook is the most well-known. As of mid of 2016, there were 

around 1.86 billion dynamic Facebook client’s months after months which accounted to the 

greater part of the total populace. The average age of person in India who use Facebook on 

regular basis is 24 years in India and average age in US is 34 years. 

 

• India's media owners target digital kids  

India's online video platforms are united in vying for the eye of the nation's children but 

divided in their strategies, which may or may not involve the utilization of apps and 

advertising. 

The Sony channel is accused that LIV Kids, Sony's children's content, sits within SonyLIV 

and one doesn’t see the need at this stage to have an app solely for children and noted that 

buyers coming for one particular show could continue an explore the entire catalogue. 

But for nexGTv, the entertainment app of Digivive, a group company of Media Matrix 

Worldwide, a children's app is important. “Imagine the youngsters landing onto content that's 

inappropriate, an opportunity once you don't have a standalone app”, it had been argued by 

the chief operating officer of nexGTv Abhesh Verma. 

And that extends to advertising also, which can have content that's not relevant to children 

"and thus becomes a problem of what's suitable and what's not" 

 

• Some reasons of why rules pertaining to marketing to kids needs to be strict 

o Firstly, kids under the age of 12 are considered to be malleable. Adults, one assumes, 

know that ads are meant to “sell” things to them; but you can’t expect all kids to be 

that discerning. Kids lately are exposed to more media than the other generation ever 
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was in its childhood. And as Mondelez puts it in its code of conduct: Younger 

children have a limited capacity for evaluating the credibility of (or the deluge of) 

information they receive. 

o Secondly, childhood obesity has become a worldwide issue. In its 2011 UN Summit 

on non-communicable diseases, the United Nations appealed to the private sector to 

“reduce the impact of selling of products high in salt, sugar and fat to children in light 

of the dramatic rise in childhood obesity over the past decades.” 

o Thirdly, and this is often specific to the Indian market: Single TV households are 

during a majority in this country and mothers often control the remote during clock 

time. So, a child within the 4-14 age bracket inadvertently finishes up watching 

advertisements meant for an older audience. (Point highlighted by Nikhil Gandhi, VP 

and head of revenue for Disney India media channels). Therefore, not only do brands 

need to exercise caution while making ads meant just for kids’ channels; brands 

falling within the Food and Beverages category need to ensure all their advertising 

maintains a universal standard that promotes healthy lifestyle. 

 

• Conclusion and a route forward  

I think that there should be campaigns and advertising standards set by the International 

authorities such as World Health Organisation (WHO) because it’s ultimately the 

physical and the mental health of the children which is being adversely affected. Though, 

many people are not aware of this problem, but it is still affecting their children under 

their nose which further leads us to an issue of spreading awareness of this problem 

among the parents so that they can do their part and help their children because it doesn’t 

take time for an epidemic to change into a pandemic. 
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